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Ron Hurd Resigns And
Richard Salisbury Takes
Over As Senate Prexy
By Les Nadeau
Ronald Hurd resigned his post as President of the General
Student Senate Tuesday night for academic reasons.
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Reacting quickly, the senate elected
Richard Salisbury, senator from Sigma Chi, as new Senate president until
Jane.
A second resignation was submitted
Ben Brown
by vice president Arthur Atherton also
for academic reasons. After four
ballots the Senate elected Mark Shibles, senator from Phi Mu Delta, to
replace Atherton as vice president.
Hurd explained that the requirements and commitments of the presidency has caused him to lose direction
in his studies. Since he is a senior
and due to graduate this June he feels
that he cannot jeopardize his chances
Maine
of graduation.
Number 18 Serve As An Example
He went on to say that he hoped
his resignation might serve as an example to those people who become
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Crown King And Queen
At Intramural Ball Friday

-bogged down" with extracurricular
activities and consequently lose sight
of their primary obective that is to
graduate. Hurd feels that hi, own
enthipjasm for the office and the unexpected work load resulted in his
own neglect of his studies.
The Senate unanimously accepted
his resignation. Hurd will serve as an
honorary member. ex-officio. to the
executive committee of the 'senate.
Read Crosby's Letter
During the course of "1 u;.sday's
meeting Hurd read a letter from the
University registrar. George Crosby.
attacking the Senate for its negligence
in handling applications from various
clubs on campus for bona-tide recognition. Crosby- pointed °tit that
already there are at least four aprti,:a(Continued on Page Twelve)

By Hal Maguire. Jr.
Starting at noon today. Maine students will vote for their choice as King and Queen of the 1959
Winter Carnival, the World-Wide Sleigh Ride.
Voting will take place in the Me- i known at the Intramural Ball Friday
morial Union building and will con- ! night.
tinue until Friday noon. The names
The eight contestants for the -His"
of the royal couple will be made and "Her Highness" spots are Jane
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Chiarini. Patricia Hebert, Nancy
Bliss. Judy Pride. Steve Howe. Dick
Twitchell. Ben Brown, and Dave
Smith. Their pictures have been on
display in the library foyer for the
past week.
Skiing First
The whirl of activities for the weekend will get under way Friday afternon at 1:15 o'clock at the ski slope
when downhill and slalom races will
the Interfraternity Council has Jr.. Jon D. Hogan. David S. Lamb, be held for both men and
women stuannounced the names of 243 freshman Robert N. Rancourt, John A. Black, dents. Diane White
is chairman of
men who have pledged fraternities: Zoel M. Chasse. Bryant P. Jones. Ken- this "Swiss Stopover" and
promises
They are as follows:
neth W. Pierce and Parker M. Worth- an exciting afternoon.
ing.
Friday evening, the Intramural
Alpha Gamma Rho: Philip S. AnDelta Tau Delta: Delmer W. Ball will be held at Memorial Gymdrews, John S. Barclay. Robert A.
Benson, John H. Brower. Peter H. Beaupre. Ernest G. Brown. Kenneth nasium. From 9 p.m. until 2 a.m..
Carhart. Ernest H. Edgerly, Maynard E. Hartz, Peter A. Forbush, Charles students will dance to the music of
C. Frith. John W. Lanier, Daniel E. E. Giles, Richard B. Gray, Roger A. Al Corey and his orchestra. This
McAllister Jr., Joseph M. Pease Jr., Holmes, George E. Hoskin, Theodore will be a semi-formal affair.
Joseph J. Suga, David W. Warren. C. Kausel Jr., Elias M. Karter, Ken- Judge Sculpture
Saturday morning, bright and earLinwood H. Welch, Henri F. De- neth R. Parker. Timothy W. Robbins,
Moras, John N. Lagerstrom, John J. Doug L Skillin, Robert D. Steele, ly. at 9 o'clock to be exact, the snow
Waite W. Weston, Kenneth T. Win- sculptures of campus life will be
Simon. and Barrett L. Gates.
ters. Roland A. Burns. James W. Cox. judged. This feature of the annual
Alpha Tau Omega: Charles T. John F. Merrill, Douglas
A. Perham, carnival always proves to be a great
Beam. Donald A. Bristol' Jr.. Sterling Ronald M. Allen,
George A. Cox, attraction to residents of towns and
J. Buzzell, Shamus T. Daly. Richard Peter I. Haynes and Paul R. Winck- cities surrounding Orono as well
as
T. Dingwell, Charles W. Ferguson, ler.
to students.
William
HanGalinsky,
E.
Barney S.
Kappa Sigma: Charles L. BernarSaturday afternoon from 1:30 to
naford Jr., Dana J. Morse, Alan S.
dini, Mark F. Bornstein, Donald W. 4:30 o'clock. the Gerry Mulligan
Nelson. Michael 0. Severance and
Burnham. James S. Burns Jr.. Dale Quartet, in its fresh, spontaneous
Robert F. Wilkinson. Upperclassmen:
J.
Curry. James E. Hannaford, Wil- style, will present a jazz concert in
Richard Benson, Harvey Donald.
Memorial Gymnasium. This event is
liam R. Jenkins and Pierre Labat.
Claude Jewett. Carroll F. Merrill and
Lambda Chi Alpha: Frank L. being sponsored by the junior and
Thomas J. Soychak.
Banks, Seymour Cunningham. Rob- senior classes. Admisison will be
Beta Theta Pi: Jefferson D. Ack- ert L. Langley. Richard B. McGraw. $1.00 per person. Tickets will be sold
or, Ezra S. Brown, Larry W. Burton, Ronald P. Marks, John A. Nelson. in the Union tomorrow from 9 a.m.
Peter R. Fottler. Charles E. Gero
(Continued on Page Twelve)
(Continued (ors Page Ten)

Fraternities Pledge 259
As Rushing Season Ends

Enid Marshall, recently chosen the best dressed co-ed at the
versity, shows what the Maine co-ed will he searing during 1 niWinter Carnival this weekend. Enid tops her Maine blue ski the
pants
viith a gay red and white Swedish knit s%esiter. I Ph
!'9 14 •
••,-
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University Given Grant
For Language Institute

Maine ROTC Band
Asked To March
In New York City
The ROTC Battle Group Band, staff

The United States Office of Education has granted $102.000 and colors will represent the Universito the University of Maine for the establishment of a language in- ty in the Armed Forces Day Parade
stitute this summer Dr. Wilmarth Starr, head of the Foreign Lan- in New York City. May 16. 1959.
Colonel Bryant reported, "It is our
guage Department, has reported.

Orono, Maine, February 19, 1959

Gymkana Will Be Presented
Next Thursday By ROTC
The first annual military gymkana will be presented in the
Fieldhouse on Thursday, Feb. 26, at 7:20 p.m. Designed to show
progress in ROTC training and instruction for the year thus far,
the gymkana will include exhibits in addition to the fast-paced show
which opens with a display of the ROTC band.

The Gymkana will constitute reSix finalists will vie for the best
The University of Maine is one public or private schools, be between understanding that ours will be the
quired drill attendance in uniform for drilled individual cadet award—The
of the four Universities chosen the ages of 25-45, and be able to re- only ROTC Battle Group from outside
all cadets in ROTC, and is open to Goldsmith Plaque, and two drill teams
side in and take meals at the language New York City. This gains added faculty
in the nation for this institute.
and students and to the general representing Scabbard and Blade and
significance
when
realized
it
is
that
The Act was established under title house, which will be Estabrooke Hall.
in recent years a continuing effort has public. Following the band portion Pershing Rifles will fight it out for
#6 of the National Defense Educa- Starr To Direct
been made to shorten the unusually of the entertainment, distinguished superiority. A mortar demonstration
Starr will direct the session,
tion Act. which is the Language Deguests including President Lloyd H. will be followed by a final trainfire
long parade."
velopment Program. Its purpose is and the classes will be taught by
Elliott and Major General Wooten of competition between two picked
The
approximately
Band
have
will
"to insure trained manpower of suf- three University faculty members
Fort Devens, Mass., will be intro- squads, firing in a simulated combat
members
50
for
to
the
New
trip
York.
visiting instructors.
ficient quality and quantity to meet and ten
situation against landscape targets
The first public appearance of this duced.
the national defense needs of the Other schools establishing such
University coeds who were desig- using live caliber .22 ammunition.
fine
band
will
the
be
Gymkana
at
in
institutes are the University of
United States."
the Field House on Thursday, Febru- nated as honorary cadet officers a
The winning squad members will
Michigan, the University of ColRun 7 Weeks
year ago will be presented, followed
ary 26. at 7:20 p.m.
be
awarded certificates by General
orado,
Louisiana
and
State
UniInstithe
of
duration
The proposed
Through the generosity of the Maine by those selected by Scabbard and Wooten indicating that they are memBlade
to
be
in
this
year's
tute is a seven-week period from July versity, said Starr.
contest.
The
The Act states, "We might increase Alumni, with the approval of the newly elected sponsor of Pershing bers of "The Corps Commander's
6-August 21. "Its purpose is the upour
efforts to identify and educate Committee on Administration, and Rifles will be presented also. This Combat Squad." The final action of
grading of the language proficiencies
through special arrangements made
the Gymkana will be judo exhibitions.
and teaching skills of about 90 sec- more of the talent of the Nation. by the Military Department with the will be the first appearance of the con- In traditional judo clothing.
ROTC
This
requires
programs
that
will give
ondary school teachers and about 10
Armed Forces Day Committee at testants for the Annual Military Ball cadets will follow the ancient formaliassurance
that
no
of
student
ability
on
March
20.
foreign
of
elementary school teachers
First Army Headquarters in New
ties of Japanese courtesy followed by
will be denied an opportunity for York City,
languages," said Starr.
this appearance of repredemonstrations
of the use of judo as
higher education because of financial
unarmed defense.
The 100 students will represent sec- need; will correct as rapidly as pos- sentatives of the University of Maine song on Broadway
has such an opporhas been made possiblz.
Exhibits
ondary school teachers of French, siole the existing imbalances
in our
The famed "Stein Song" played by tunity presented itself for calling atGerman. and Spanish and elementary
tention
to
the
University
educational programs which have led the ROTC Band of the University will
through the
Exhibits include a MARS station.
school teachers of French.
to an insufficient proportion of our be heard by thousands viewing the playing of this selection," Bryant said. a model of the ROTC campsite area
Each public school teacher
population educated in science, math- mammoth Parade on Fifth Avenue
at Pickerel Pond, a winter warfare
in attendance, besides paying no
ematics, and modern foreign lan- in New York City. Not since the days
exhibit, a weapons display, a flight
tuition, will receive a weekly stiguages and trained in technology."
training exhibit, and an Army Progwhen Rudy Vallee popularized the Brush Publishes Paper
pend of $75 plus $15 for each
ress
Exhibit occupying some 40 feet
dependent.
A former Orono man who did reEligibility requirements are not defisearch in physics at the University of of space, sent to the University by
nite yet, but it is expected that canMaine has recently published a paper the Department of the Army.
on his findings in England.
didates must have a Bachelor's DeNo admission will be charged.
gree. at least two years experience in
Dr. Stephen G. Brush, who studied
public
teaching foreign languages in
with Dr. Robert D. Dunlap at Maine,
or private schools, the intent to conis the author of "Statistical Thermotinue teaching foreign languages in
A goal of $10,000 has been set for the Non-Alumni Faculty dynamics of Mixtures," which was
and Staff Campaign of the Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund Drive. published by the Faraday Society of The Union will sponsor a Bridge
Tournament Tuesday, February 24.
The active campaign will be conducted from February 20 to Feb- England.
Dr. Brush is presently studying at at 6:30 p.m., in the Bumps Room.
ruary 27.
the Imperial College of London, after
The Chess Club will meet every
The Hauck Fund Drive is endeavorThose assisting in the college of having completed three
years at Ox- Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Tot$1.500,000
ing to raise
to complete agriculture are: associate professor ford University. He
is also a graduate man Room. There will be instruction
construction of the Memorial Union Frank K. Beyer, assistant professor of Harvard
University.
for new members.
Building, and to construct the Arthur Clinton R. Blackmon, associate proprofesA. Hauck Auditorium. This Audi- fessor Herman H. Brugman, professor
Cecil J. Reynolds. associate
Official University of Maine
sor of English, and Henry F. Beech- torium will be an 1800 seat building Harold L. Chute, associate professor
hold. instructor- of English. at the which will be named for President Frank H. Dalton, professor Charles 0.
University present the first in a series Emeritus Arthur A. Hauck who served Dirks. assistant professor Paul R.
of five conversational television shows as President of the University of Hepler. assistant dean David H. Huntington. professor Fay Hyland. associon ttie 'Nature of Language" this Maine for 24 years.
ORDERS TAKEN THURSDAY AFTERNOON
ate professor Esther A. Martin, John
Sunday. channel 5. from 12:30-1:30 Select Chairmen
W. Manchester. professor Homer B.
p.m.. on the University Television
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
According to professor Matthew Metzger. and professor
Hour.
J. Robert
at
McNeary, chairman of the Non- Smyth.
Memorial
Union Lounge
The five phases of the series will Alumni Faculty and Staff
$5.00
Campaign,
Deposit
Required
The workers in the college of techrun as follows: first. The Definition the following divisional chairmen
have nology
3 Weeks Delivery Guaranteed
are: professor Charles M.
and Origin of Language; second, been selected: professor Herbert
H. Howell,
Families of Languages: third, Histori- Wood, Jr., in
associate professor John R.
Official Agent, Willis Furtwengler
the college of arts and
Lyman, professor Seymour J. Ryckcal aspects and considerations of the sciences. professor E.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Reeve
Hitchner
Descriptive
fourth.
man,
English language:
associate professor Walter W.
in the college of agriculture. profesTurner, associate professor Ernest R.
language and new manners of usage; sor Irwin
B. Douglass in the college
Weidhaas. associate professor James
fifth. Writing systems, alphabets and of technology,
Dean Mark R. Shibles
L. Wolfhagen. and assistant professor
methods.
in the college of education. Major
Douglas W. Wylie.
Also this Sunday. Prof. Douglas A. Joseph D. Park
for the military deThe college of education will be
Glans ille. head of the Psychology partment. and
Nelson B. Jones for
covered by associate professor George
Dept.. and Dr. Arthur Kaplen of the the administration
and staff.
T. Davis, professor Rome Rankin, and
Eastern Maine General Hospital will Name
Assistants
Dean Mark Shibles.
begin a series of two shows on the
The following University and Staff
Major Park has selected M/Sgt.
problems of mental illness. The first
will deal with the nature and causes members have been appointed to William B. Wade to work with him in
of mental illness and the second will assist the divisional chairmen in the contacting the members of the Milideal with the areas of treatment, re- college of arts and sciences: associate tary department, while the following
professor Albert A. Barden. Jr., as- will serve for
search and improvement.
administration and staff:
sistant
professor Gerald W. Barnes, Reverend Harvey Bates, Mrs.
Donald Cookson will interview
Florence
professor
Ruth
Crosby, assistant pro- Dinsmore, Howard A. Keyo,
some of the Maine track stars as an
and
fessor J. Duff Gillespie, associate pro- Dean Edith G.
added feature.
Wilson.
fessor Brooks W. Hamilton. assistant
professor Edgar B. McKay. professor
The cabin colony or the "cabins"
E. Kenneth Miles, associate professor
Fraternity Houses May
Thomas W. Parker, professor H. was made possible by gifts of friends
Austin Peck. associate professor Rob- and alumni of the University, and
Get Tax Free Property
ert K. Sherk, professor Theodore C. through the cooperation of the NaAn act aimed at exempting frater- Weiler, professor Milford E. Wence. tional Youth Administration which
provided some of the labor.
nity houses from paying property and professor Robert M. York.
taxes was presented by Jerome G.
Plante. state representative from Old
NEW FURNITURE
Orchard, and a University student.
at
The act was referred to the commitDown to Earth Prices
tee on taxation. The act provides for
Main St., Orono, Me.
"real estate and personal property
at the
owned and occupied or used solely
FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
Little
Store
purfor habitation or for their own
SERVICE
with the
poses by any fraternal association of
Big Values
10 or more students in attendance at
Mechanic on Duty
any institution in the state empowfrom
ered to confer educational, literary or
Economy
7 toll
academic degrees."
Except Sunday
Furniture Outlet
Plante. a member of Sigma Alpha
Open 7 Days a Week
Epsilon, majors in history and governR.R. Station—Old Town
ment.

$10,000 Goal Set For Staff
Campaign Of Hauck Drive

Union News

Instructors
On TV Series
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Brockway Says Jobs
Will Be More Plentiful

1957 Graduate

To Teach Here

Page Three

Committee Will Study
Functions Of Bookstore

John L. Libby, a 1957 graduate of
the University of Maine, has recently
facturing, banking, loans and invest- been appointed to a teaching position
At a recent meeting, the Faculty "books shall be available when
ments, food and grain processing, here.
Council decided to have a student- and as needed at the beginni
ng of
heavy machinery manufacturing, inAccording to President Lloyd H. faculty committee
apopinted to "study each semester," said Crossland.
surance, paper, retail stores, steel and Elliott, Libby will be an instructor
in the functions and services of the bookother metals, tire and rubber manu- electrical engineering.
The committee met February 12,
store in their over-all aspects." A
facturing and utilities. Those apparLibby, a native of Saco, attended committ
1959,
and discussed the background
ee of nine, headed by Charles
ently seeking fewer graduates this Thornton Academy in Saco and since
and purpose of the University BookE.
Crosslan
d,
was
appointe
d
by
Uniyear are chemical and drugs, oil and receiving a B.S. in electrical engineer
store Company and presented inforBrockway, who is past president petroleu
m products, textiles and trans- ing from the University of Maine in versity President Lloyd H. Elliott.
mation of the representation of the
of the national College Placement
portation.
1957 he has been working for his
At a meeting last evening, to which members of the Board of StockholdCouncil, said that results of a recent
Some indication was revealed by master's degree.
the academic deans were invited, the ers, which is made up of four alumni,
survey among college placement diDuring his senior year Libby served present system of ordering books was four staff members, and three sturectors show that companies will be the national survey that job needs
seeking slightly more graduates in among the nation's businesses are as a student laboratory instructor. He discussed. Under the present system, dents.
engineering science and commercial steadily rising and may result in a was also active in the Student Insti- the store sends booklists to the acaMembers of the committee are
fields and about the same number in much higher volume of demand in tute of Radio Engineers and the Tau demic deans who in turn send them
Crossland;
Professor
George
Beta Pi Association.
general liberal arts fields. "I am not late spring than was felt in 1958.
to the department heads; the orders
Cooper and Professor Benjamin
as pessimistic about job offers for
are sent back via this line.
Speicher, staff members; Mr.
liberal arts students this year as are
Frequently, not enough books
Norris Clements, Professor Walplacement directors on the national
are ordered for certain courses,
lace Elliott, and Mr. James Ganscale," says Brockway.
and students have to wait for
nett, alumni; and Judith Adams,
Out of the 450 students regismore to be ordered. The major
Carleton
Hurd, and John Theritered with the University's placeissue of this committee is that
ault, students.
ment bureau, Brockway expects
A series of paintings and sketches in 1950. He is currently teaching at
to place 90%+ of the engineer- by American artist Warren Spaulding the School
of Fine Arts Washington
ing majors and some 80%-i- of in such diverse media as watercolor, University in St. Louis,
Missouri.
students in other fields. There crayon and pencil, are on display
are from 210-215 companies re- this month in the Louis Oakes room
cruiting this year-a slight rise of the Library.
-113DM
t-183-1J Al°uS
above last year's 208.
He
Si•OH U-10-4says
of
his
work,
j1134-VVIS
"None
these
of
"Salaries will be improved for
graduates in engineering and commer- drawings were done for their own
cial fields and about the same in sake, but rather in the traditional
aElmois,
, S.I. 3 SSV
3 A 01V
general liberal arts fields." says Brock- sense of studies leading to paintings.
tlV1 100
('()11
I think compositionally before the
I H;41.
3 1.1.NVIA1'
way.
IOHO
o
first mark is made and I then dislike
mo
mv
apla
,
Clip
Industries which will be seek- to add other marks
which do not be3AV
WV1 ,amp
ing more graduates in 1959 than long."
ti 3
Country club cardigan
A I
lp.
they did in 1958 will be those in
Despite
the
aircraft-missile
intentio
n
of
these
on
manufacturing,
Bulky jiffy knit pack
S 3 0 V 2:1 I b
electronics, electrical equipment the spot representational drawings as
manufacturing, and public ac- sketches for finished paintings, for the
Choice of 5 washable color combinations
3
VIS
sn e
counting. The U. S. government reason the artist explains they seem
lil 3
V
N
vaivwu V
will be needing graduates this remarkably finished.
$5.98
iUOdUi,. IVO 8 HI
year in the technical end of reBorn in Boston, in 1916, Warren
SVHSVd
S1 1 VIS
search and development.
Spaulding studied art formally at the
PHONE BANGOR 2-8040
Industries seeking about the same Massachusetts School of
Art and the
1J3MSNV laDv
number of graduates in 1959 as com- Yale University School
of the Fine
pared to 1958 are those in auto manu- Arts, and received his
masters degree

"Jobs for college graduates
will be at least somewhat more
plentiful in 1959 than they were
in 1958 with salaries slightly
higher," it was revealed Friday
by Placement Director Philip J.
Brockway.

Series Of Warren Spaulding Sketches
And Paintings On Display In Library
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Touch system or hunt-and-peck--Results are perfect with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper
Whatever your typing
talents. you can turn out
neat, clean-looking work the
first time, with Eaton's
Corra
-sable Bond Paper.
Reason why: Conisable has
a special surface-it erases
without a trace. Just the flick
of an ordinary pencil eraser
and typographical errors
disappear. No smears, no
smudges. Saves time. temper
and money!
Corrisable is available in several weights -from onionskin to heavy bond. In handy 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. A fine quality paper for all your typed
assignments. Only Eaton makes erasable Corriisable.

EATON'S CORIi7iSABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER colt poll ATI ON C
.
E). PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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World War II
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Senior Award Committees
Are Announced By A.W.S.
Members of AWS major committees
which will be functioning for the remainder of the semester are announced by the AWS Council.
The Senior Watch Award committee is made up of Nancy Winters.
chairman and Margaret Eastman,
Judy Holmes, Ann Corbett and Marilyn Libby. The award is presented
by the Portland Alumni Club to an
outstanding senior woman on the
basis of her contribution to the University.
Meg Thompson and Diane Quirion
will screen possible nominees for the
American Association of University
Women award. This award is given to
a senior woman on the basis of good
scholarship, good citizenship, and
leaderhip in campus activities.
Joellen Anderson will head the
committee concerned with nominations for next year's AWS officers.
Other members include: Martha
Zoidis. Janet Grover, June Knight,
Nancy Rich, Deborah Lufkin, June

Toulouse. Elizabeth England. Margaret Mednis and Ruth Kimball.
A committee has also been formed
which will recommend changes in the
AWS constitution as currently stated
in the "white book." Students may
voice constructive criticisms of present
conditions to chairman, Martha Butler, or members Marilyn Libby, Jean
Toothaker. Nancy Winters, Helen
Brown, Meg Thompson. Carlene
Towle, Joyce Baker and Kay Allen.
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Cast Set For Next
Masque Production
James Barushok, director of the
next Masque play All My Sons, announced the cast of the new play.
Steve von Molnar will play the part
of the father, Joe. Don Billett will
be Chris. his son. Frank will be
played by Wes Dyer and Jim by Al
Jude. Sheila Pelosi will be Sue and
Marcia Carsley will be Lydia. Sally
Freeman will play Kate, the mother.
Ann will be played by Louenna Kostenbauder. Clement Rowe will be
George.

All My Sons was written by Arthur
Miller, and was a successful Broadway
hit during the 1946-47 season. The
Canty Named At UMP
Masque production will be presented
A retired rear admiral of the United at the Little Theatre March 18 to 21.
States Navy has been appointed as
an instructor in mathematics at the
University of Maine in Portland.
Will Hold "Bear Fling"
Rear Admiral Joseph P. Canty's apAn after the game dance will be
pointment will become effective on
held Saturday, February 21 in the
September 1, 1959.
Bear's Den of the Memorial Union.
Rear Admiral Canty graduated from
There will be dancing from 8:30
the United States Naval Academy at to 11:30, with the music being proAnnapolis in 1929.
vided by the Sheldon Lewis Trio.

W. E. DEFENSE PROJECTS ENGINEERS are often faced with challenging assignments such as systems testing for the SAGE continental air defense network.

ENGINEERS explore exciting frontiers
at Western Electric
If guided missiles, electronic switching systems and telephones of the future sound like
exciting fields to you, a career at Western
Electric may be just what you're after.
Western Electric handles both telephone
work and defense assignments... and engineers are right in the thick of it. Defense
projects include the Nike and Terrier guided
missile systems . . . advanced air, sea and
land radar . . . the SAGE continental air
defense system .. . DEW Line and White
Alice in the Arctic. These and other defense
jobs offer wide-ranging opportunities for all
kinds of engineers.
In our main job as manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System, Western
Electric engineers discover an even wider
range of opportunity. Here they flourish in
such new and growing fields as electronic
switching, microwave radio relay, miniaturization. They engineer the installation of
telephone central offices, plan the distribution of equipment and supplies ... and
enjoy, with their defense teammates, the
rewards that spring from an engineering
career with Western Electric.
Western Electric technical fields include
mechanical, electrical, chemical, civil and
industrial engineering, plus the physical sciences. For more detailed information pick
up a copy of "Consider a Career at Western

Electric" from your Placement Officer. Or
write College Relations, Room 200E, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y. And sign up for a Western
Electric interview when the Bell System Interviewing Team visits your campus.

Thirty-Six Are Enrolled
As Regional Students
Thirty-six Maine residents are enrolled as regional students this year
at other New England universities
under a new plan of regional cooperation among the state institutions.
Regional students at the University
of Maine total 13: forestry 6, pulp
and paper technology 7. Under this
plan students pay only the in-state or
resident tuition fee of each state university. This is substantially less than
the non-resident fee. Regional students at the University of Maine save
$1.544 over a period of four years
at the present tuition rates. Regional
students are also given preferential
consideration for admission to these
programs.
The thirty-six students from Maine
are enrolled in the following programs. University of Connecticut:
pharmacy 21, physical therapy 8; University of New Hampshire: art I, art

Scholarship Offered
For Graduate Study
At Foreign College

Competition for a scholarship offered by the American Committee on
United Europe to attend the 1959-60
session of the College of Europe at
Bruges, Belgium. is now open to
American students.
The College of Europe offers a oneyear. graduate program in European
studies. Courses and seminars are
given in the social sciences with emphasis on European economic and
political problems. A series of study
trips is part of the curriculum. The annual enrollment of about 40 students
is drawn mainly from western European countries, but the College encourages outside representation, especially from the United States, in
order to broaden the exchange of
viewpoints.
March 1, 1959, is the deadline for
scholarship application. Applicants
must be United States citizens, under
30, single and able to speak French
and have a bachelor degree by October 1959. The scholarship, valued
at $1750 covers travel, tuition, board,
lodging and incidental expenses. Further information on how to apply can
be obtained from the American Committee on United Europe, 120 East
56th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

Released Pledges'
Names Announced
Latest fraternity releases include
the following who have dropped their
pledges: Raymond McGeechan and
Alden Rand, Kappa Sigma; Ronald
Boutet. Chester P. Keefe, George
Black, Phi Gamma Delta; David S.
Tichenor, Phi Kappa Sigma; Henry
Paradis, non-resident and John Burnell, TKE; Gerard Garland, Allan
Matthews, Larry Safford, John Dudley and Earl Wilder, Delta Tau Delta.

education 2, hotel administration 2.
occupational therapy 2.
There are 302 regional students enrolled in the 15 programs at the six
institutions this year. The new plan
was developed with the assistance of
the New England Board of Higher
Education.
Through the Board's programs of
regional cooperation the states share
expensive facilities and specialized
staff, thus avoiding need!ess duplication.

New Teachers
Named To Staff
Two new faculty members have
been appointed to the staff of the College of Agriculture.
Richard J. Rowe will be an assistant
professor of agricultural engineering
and will work with the Agricultural
Experiment Station. He is a 1952
graduate of Cornell University and
has received his master's degree from
Iowa State College.
Paul C. Harris will begin his duties
next semester as an assistant professor
of poultry science. He. too, will work
with the Agricultural Experiment Station. He graduated from McGill
University in 1952 and obtained his
master's degree from University of
Maryland.

Howd Named By Elliott
To Engineering Staff
Utah geologist, Frank H. Howd,
has recently been appointed to the
staff of the department of civil engineering by President Elliott.
Howd will be an assistant professor
of geology and will take up his position at the start of the 1959-60 college
year.
For the past four years Howd has
been a geologist in charge of exploration in Utah for the Bear Creek Mining Company.
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MCA Makes Plans
The new M.C.A. cabinet held a
Joint meeting with the out-going
cabinet of the past year on Saturday, February 14, to evaluate
the M.C.A. Program and lay plans
for the coming year.
New student cabinet members
are
the
following:
president,
John David Robinson; vice-president, Cliff Ives; secretary, Nancy
Noury; treasurer, Carleton
Hackett; membership committee,
David Lewis; finance committee,
Norris Thurston; Sunday morning committee, Bill Gavitt; Sunday night committee, Nancy Bliss;
deputations committee, Ken Winters; publicity committee, Charles
Harris; Friday night committee,
Sally
Ness;
Christian
action
committee,
Phyllis
Stewart;
cabinet activity committee, Delena
Miner; social committee, Barbara
Spiller;
Mid-week
committee,
Patricia Johnson; S.R.A. representative,
Elizabeth
England;
S.C.M. coordinator, Paul Hahn;
vespers committee, Joan Woodman.
There will be no supper at the
M.C.A. House on Friday, February 20.
The
Rev.
Cornelius Clark,
Minister of the CongregationalChristian
Conference of Maine
will be guest preacher at both
M.C.A. Worship Services on Sunday
morning, 9:45 and
11:00
o'clock, in the Little Theatre.
Elizabeth England will be reader at the Christian Science Meeting on Tuesday evening at 7:00
o'clock in the Union. Her subject will be "God and Atomic
Science".
The Rev. William B. McGinnis
will conduct the third
Bible
Study Seminar on Thursday afternoon from 4:00 to 5:00 o'clock in
the Davis Room of the Union.
The group is studying the Sermon
on tke Mount as found in Matthew
5, 6, and 7. Coffee will be served.
The Thursday evening Vesper
Service will be held from 6:45 to
7:16 o'clock in the Louis Oakes
Room of the Library. Nancy Noury
will lead the service. The subject
for this week will be "Sandals of
Peace", the third in the Lenten
Series on "The Whole Armor
of God".
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Maine Receives
Trust Fund
The University has just
received notice of a trust
fund which will yield an income of about $17,000 per
year for scholarship purposes. Donald S. Walker, a native of Liberty, first showed
his interest in the University of Maine by a gift of
$15,700 in 1953 to establish
a scholarship fund which
bears his name.

Page F1ve

The terms of the gift stipulated that the income from this fund
should be used at the discretion
of the University to provide scholarship aid to worthy students who
are residents of Liberty and adjacent towns.
The amount of such scholarship
for either undergraduate or graduate study shall be $1,500 per
year, more or less, for a maximum
of four years. The University is
granted powers of discretion re:
the basis of award other than the
geographical limitation.

cate that any person who meets
requirements for
admission to
the University and who has been
a resident of Liberty,
Appleton,
Mcintville, Palermo, Searsmont or
Washington for three years will
tee eligible to receive a "Joel J.
and Annie H. Walker Scholarship".
Following the death of a sister
for whom he had created a trust,
the University now becomes eligible to receive one third of the
net income from a fund of about
$1,465,000.
The trustee of this
fund estimates the annual net inThe terms of this trust indi- come to the University will
be

Distance No Excuse
Distance from home is not to be
used as an excuse for leaving
early before any vacation. This
recommendation
was put into
effect by the faculty council this
week at their meeting.
about $17,000 per year.
Thus it will be possible for any
worthy, qualified and needy student from the towns named to attend and graduate from the University or earn a Master's Degree
at little or no personal cost, if
need can be established.

Complete Automotive Repair
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Debate News
This weekend the University of
Maine debaters are travelling to
Hanover, New Hampshire for the
Fourth Annual Varsity Invitational Debate Tournament.
Donald
Sweeney and James Bishop will
represent Maine. Wofford Gardner, head of the department, is
accompanying them Friday and
Saturday.

Eat at the

the funniest, easiest way yet to make money!
PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND

MAKE$25!

Riviera Restaurant
Speak English all your life and what does
it get you? Nothing! But start speaking
Thinklish and you may make $25! Just
put two words together to form a new (and
much funnier) one. Example: precision
flight of bumblebees: Swarnwttion. (Note:
the two original words form the new
one: swarm +formation.) We'll pay $25
each for the hundreds and hundreds of

Excellent Food
Good Service
Right Prices
Over 100 Items on Menu
Route 2
Orono-Old Town Highway

out of 10 students
Reading this Ad
Right Now Need
New Heels

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Send or Bring to
PALMER SHOE MEG.
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35 Central St.

new Thinklish words judged best — and
we'll feature many of them in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university, and
class. And while you're at it, light up a
Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine tobacco—the honest taste of a Lucky Strike.
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Editorial

Should Salaries Be Public?

Ma

The Lute Tuner

Tuner Tosses Tips To Teens

Mr. Turner the State Representative from AuBy Nonni Hilehey
burn who has caused the salaries of University
Did anyone ever read the column "Tips for Teens" in the Bangor Bally News?
of Maine faculty and staff to be made public, has It's really great. A typical problem of not too long ago had the following heart-tugposed several 'problems — actually a dilemma. The ging story: This poor little girl has a mean old daddy who won't allow her to go out
situation he has created is both good and bad. It more than twice a week, and she's been a good girl and comes home early and alis good in the sense that poor salaries paid to highly ways introduces her date to her ogre father and always tells him where she has been
skilled men will be brought to the attention of the pub- and who she saw and what they did.
lic. At a time when the future of the University hangs
Isn't that just too sad for words? money; and she will have learned able. One student told me that she
in the balance because of appropriations the public dis- Obviously she doesn't know when how to re-type someone else's had had 67 absences, both sickness
closure of faculty salaries will go into evidence as sup- she is well off—that is, she term paper so that the professor and unexcused—but the cuts toport for getting the needed money. We have said be- hasn't enrolled at the University won't recognize it as one he had taled 28 on her rank sheet. How
accurate a system can you find?
fore what we think about that money. We need it. of Maine and someone should get seen before.
before
she
does.
to
her
Therefore, as a means, Mr. Turner's plan has a definite
Also, there are procedures for
Tell her that she'll probably
excuses.
authorized
value.
Here are a few tips for the be confused by the ambivalency obtaining
over-used,
over-worked
These
are
for
Convincing
Prosattitudes
that
she'll
find
here.
of
On the other hand, a big problem arises. Misun- Committee
stu- and very easy to get. Doctors'
derstandings will exist among some that might do ir- pective Frosh Not to Attend This As a shining example—Each
Place—be sure to tell her the dent is expected to be present slips, infirmary slips, notes from
reparable damage to the teaching staff of the Universi- following:
at every college exercise for parents and on and on goes the
ty. But then, there are undoubtedly men here that are
If she lives out-of-state, go to which he is registered (thank list. What about the student who
not interested in the salaries of their colleagues. They any means to prevent her from you Student Handbook). In prides himself on being able to
regard their pay-check as something not in relation to applying—tell her that it costs other words—NO cuts! The In- 'forge" a note or an absence slip?
someone else's. They are not all equipped with such a her $18.00 weekly to live in her formation for the Faculty HandIf the instructors would clearly
philosophical outlook, however.
one room in the dormitory. And book says under Regulations on define their policy on cuts—you
Here is the trouble: The department head has so her $325 tuition is slightly higher Absences-1. "Students are ex- would hear moaning and groaning
much money to spend on salaries. He gives the higher than the in-state $132.50. If this pected to attend every class"— from the student ranks, but at
then turns around and says
salaries to those whom he thinks earn it. Unfortunate- doesn't scare her away—tell her "Whenever. in the opinion of the least we would know where we
stood. If he says 'three cuts"
serprices
are
going
up
and
that
ly some department members might not fully agree with
absences
instructor,
a
student's
no more, we wouldn't be so
and
in
years.
hasn't
improved
his judgment and, when they find what the other mem- vice
Impair the quality of his work apt to take four or five, knowing
If she has any idea in what
bers of the department are making they get mad. They
the instructor shall report this in our minds that "He is a good
field she wishes to major, disget mad and quit. More get mad and the whole thing
fact
to the student's dean".
guy and really doesn't care" or
courage her—the taste that she
becomes a mess.
After puzzling this little bit of "He took attendance last week, and
gets of her desired courses
Just what difference does a faculty salary list with
won't be enough to fill her inconsistency, I decided that the won't today" or "He doesn't care
names beside it make? The situation would -be just as
wants—but when she graduates, amount of cuts a student shall if I am there anyway".
Don't be discouraged, Prospecvividly illustrated if published anonymously. The legisshe will have the nicest well- take is left to the discretion of
rounded education and will be the instructor. If this is,so, why tive Frosh—you'll get Used to the
lators, as well as the public, would see and the internal
able to talk intelligently on rock don't the instructors define their place. Like it or not, you've paid
situation here would not be jeopardized. What differstratification, the philosophical policy on cuts to the students. your money, made your application
ence could it possibly make to Mr. Turner et al that
of Descartes, the three Some of us feel that the "you and are listed in the class of '63.
theories
Professor So-and so is making a certain sum instead
best ways to keep mulch in a may take as many cuts as the If you've got guts, you'll make it
of Professor A?
silo, how to say "Please pass course has credit hours" rule is through. If you haven't—join the
The salary situation is bad and no one needs an
the butter" in four languages, the one to follow. Others are ranks of flunkees and try someitemized list to realize it. Something must be done and
and the organization of early warned that excessive cuts means where else.
make-up work—but how many
done quick but is Mr. Turner's way the right way?
Spartan communities.
If you've got a gripe, tell some-

LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS
MY Off/CE61k1 WILL ADMI1I51ER THE
EXAM— WITH Ili OUT OF THE RCOM
YOU 51.40tILO & Ai3LE TO CONCENTRATE EETTEK AND TI-IINK
moCE CLEARLY.

Of course, she will profit in
other ways, but don't mention.
these. She will have learned to
knit, thanks to her dorm-mates
and the profs who allow it in
class; she'll know how to hide a
coffeepot or a pop-corn popper
so that the bi-monthly inspection
team won't find it; she'll have
gone to all ends to collect "empty"
beer cans and decanters; she'll be
proficient in "rigging" the phone
and the washing machine so that
they'll function without benefit of

Oron

Is excessive?
Obviously, in the case of a student flunking out, the university
has something to hide behind in
the case of too many absences.
However, some instructors rarely,
If ever, take attendance and some
don't even know the names of the
students in their classes.
Another little rule in this faculty handbook says that each instructor shall be responsible for
keeping accurate records and reporting absences. This is laugh-

one about it—don't have sessions
in the dorms to blow off steam
and then hope that no one will
report you for your subversive
thoughts. You'd be surprised how
many people may agree with you
on what you have to say. As odd
as it may seem, there are many
faculty and administration members to whom you can say any
darn thing you wish—and don't be
surprised if they agree with you
—many have agreed with me. Anyway, good luck!!
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Strictly Speaking

Student's Attitude Worthy Of Note
Lately, several people have
asked me, "How come you columnists never seem to do anything
but find fault with things here at
school?
Why don't you ever
write about something good that
someone has done?"
This question made me begin
to wonder if there wasn't more
to writing a column than just
complaining
about situations
that exist. Most columnists
consider It their prerogative to
find fault with things if they
5-24
feel It merits their readers' attention. But why not say something good about someone once
In awhile—after all, a column
can be a double-bladed sword;
It cuts in more directions than
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the Universione.
ty of Maine. subscription rate—S1.00 per semester.
Local advertising
rate—C.00 per column inch. Editorial and business offices, 4 Fernald Hall.
So I started to think about what
Telephone Extension 242.
Member Associated Collegiate l'ress.
Repre- I could say that would give some
sented for national adcertising by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representatise. 420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. credit where credit is due, and this
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Orono. Me.
Is what I came up with.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Leslie S. Spalding
A student at the University was
BUSINESS MANAGER
Margaret Mahar recently involved in a situation
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Joyce-marte Crockett which deserves mention here. AlDEPARTMENTAL EDITORS: City Editor, Phyllis Warren; Edi- though it may seem insignificant,
torial Page Editor, William Cook; Sports Editor, Ronald Drogin; at first glance, it points out a
Photography Editor, Harmon Banning; Society Page Editor, Glenn principle that more of us should
Philippon; Photo Feature Page Editor, Joyce Kingsbury; Make-up take to heart.
To get to the point—this stuEditor, Martha Merrill.
dent was driving along Main
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Mary Hall, Wally Cole, William Cranshaw.
Street in Orono last Saturday,
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when he was forced in toward the
curb by a passing car. In being
forced over he had to go through
a good sized pool of water.
Needless to say he sent up
quite a shower of water as he
passed
through
the puddle,
drenching a passer-by. At the
time this happened he did not
realize what he had done, but
people who were riding with
hint saw the mishap and told
him of ft.
Well, to make a long story
short, he turned around and tried
to find the person whom he had
showered, but to no avail.
Not content to stop there, he
went to the Orono Police Station
to report the incident, hoping
that the person would have reported the happening, so he might
make amends.
The police knew nothing about
it.
Next he reported to the
Campus Police in case the person
involved had informed them. This
also was fruitless.
When asked as to why he had
gone to so much trouble to try
to find this individual be replied,
"I didn't want him to get a wrong
impression of all of the students
here at the University, and think
that we were all a bunch of care-

free hot rodders. What I did was
wrong and I wanted to pay to
have his suit cleaned."
Now this is but an isolated
incident, but nevertheless here
Is one individual who was concerned about the fact that his
actions reflected upon all of
the student drivers and made
an honest effort to rectify his
mistake.
If we would all keep this fact
In mind, that we are representatives of all of the students, it
might go a long way towards
erasing the brand — "There goes
another crazy college kid.

Mail Bag
To the Editor:
I' was both surprised and disappointed to read in. this week's
editorial concerning fraternities,
the opinion that race prejudice in
fraternities can be so easily disposed of by putting the practice
of discriminatory membership policies into the category of "an individual matter". I wonder just
what results a liberal education is
having when university students
in this century persist in such
casuistry.
Sincerely,
Norman K. Tronerud
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Maine In Billiard Tourney

ally News?
heart-tugr.to go out
rly and alle has been

The University of Maine will
again be
represented In the
Annual National Intercollegiate
Billiards and
Pocket Billiards
Tournament. The games will be
played in the Union building and
the scores will be sent in.
Nick Clemcnts and Walt White
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will play billiards and Mel Lessard
and Art Mosher will play pocket
billiards in four games for their
respective divisions.
Last year the men, chosen by
an elimination tournament, finished up well in competition- using a
special "key shot" system which

with
Max ghanan

(By the Author of"Rally Round the Flag,Boys!"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college leaving
his home-town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then
he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in such cases, is the
honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Rock Sigafoos did.
When Rock left Cut and Shoot,Pa., he said to his sweetheart,
a simple country lass named Tess d'Urbervilles, "My dear,
though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch and
wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may the moths get
my new tweed jacket!"
Then he clutched Tess to his bosom and planted a final kiss
upon her fragrant young skull and went away, meaning with
all his heart to be faithful.

Lambda Chi Alpha Elects
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has the coming
year. They are
elected the following officers for
dent, Salvatore Carro; vice-presiPresi-

..•......••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
FAMILY PLAN
•

•
•
•
•
•

For Married Students :•

•
•
•
••••

Now you can have low-premium life insurance for your
whole family, all under one policy, all paid for at the same
time. The protection increases as your family increases.
It covers you with your choice of a variety of permanent
insurance plans with cash and loan values.
It covers your wife with term insurance for not more than
half the amount of insurance on your life, to a maximum
of $10,000.
It covers your children age 14 days ;o 18 years with
term insurance to age 25 for half the amount on your wife's
life, lesser benefits until 6 months old.
Children born or legally adopted later automatically
covered when 14 days old.
Premium is the same regardless of the number of present
and future children.
If you should die, your wife's and children's insurance
would be fully paid up.

4t,d .444,m00
v.44.1
‘64„

If your wife should die, your children's insurance would
be fully paid up.
Ask for premium rates and easy payment plan.
obligation.

Cezdo fglui`Zek6161-10,a6 did'
But on the very first day of college he met a coed named Fata
Morgana, a girl of such sophistication, such poise, such savoir
faire as Rock had never beheld. She spoke knowingly of Franz
Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Marlboros, the cigarette with better "malcin's". Now, Rock didn't know Franz
Kafka from Pinocchio, or Mozart from James K. Polk, but
Marlboros he knew full well. He knew that anyone who smoked
Marlboros was modern and advanced and as studded with
brains as a ham with cloves. Good sense tells you that you can't
beat Marlboro's new improved filter, and you never could beat
Marlboro's fine flavor. This Rock knew.
So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to
her talk about Franz Kafka, and then in the evening he went
back to the dormitory and found this letter from his home-town
sweetheart Tess:
Dear Rock,
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to the
pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of anybody.
Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots of nutsy stuff
like that. Well, I must close now &cause I got to whitewash
the fence.
Your friend,
Tess
P.S....I can do my Hula Hoop 3,000 times.
Well sir, Rock thought about Tessend then he thought about
Fata and then a great sadness fell upon him. Suddenly he knew
he had outgrown young, innocent Tess; his heart now belonged
to smart,sophisticated Fata.
Rock, being above all things honorable, returned forthwith
to his home town and walked up to Tess and looked her in the
eye and said manfully, "I do not love you any more. I love
a girl named Fats Morgana.You can hit me in the stomach with
all your might if you like."
"That's okay, hey," said Tess amiably. "I don't love you
neither. I found a new boy."
"What is his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Tess.
"A splendid fellow," said Rock and shook Tess's hand and
they have remained good friends to this day. In fact, Rock and
Fata often double-date with Franz and Tess and have heaps
of fun. Franz can do the Hula Hoop 6,000 times.
C
•

•

1959 Max Shulman

•

All's well that ends well—including Philip Morris. Philip
Morris ends well and begins well and is made of superb
natural tobaccos by the same people t•cho make Marlboros.

Past Weekend
A Busy One

dent, Steven Hardy; secretary.
Douglas Covell; treasurer, David
Theriault; house manager. John
Glenn Philimion
Myles; ritualist, George Willette;
social chairman, William Binette;
Another eventful week-end has
passed.
and fire warden, Richard Tracy.
Again there were Vie
Dances at Alpha Gam, Phi Kap
Sigma Nii and TKE. Also on
Friday night was Beta's Cabaret
Night and Sig Follies at Sigma
Chi.
The Delts had a Skating
Party and the Phi Kaps a Swimming Party. Dale Huff played at
Lanibda Chi and Frank Kilbourno
at Phi Gain. Sammy Saliba ap•
peared at Theta Chi and Dale
•
•
Whitney played a jam at Phi Ms.
311•••••••••000000••••••••••S 005 3•5••Ill
e•••
The Sig Eps held a Balloon Dance.

was in the rules. This year, there
are no key shots, just straight
billiards and
pocket billiards
games, which will give the men
a better chance to finish high in
the standings. The games will
be played before February 25.

•

Society:

No

Edward B. Dunne
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE
6 State Street
Bangor, Maine
2-0920
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Massachusetts

Stumped by big-car gas costs?

Saturday was Klondike Night
with Randy Henderson at Sigma
Phi Epsilon. Alpha Gams held a
Valentine Swimming Party and
SIgnia Chi's had a Roller Skating
Party. "
Les Nadeau appeared at the
Flamingo Dance at ATO. It was
Delta Tan's Purple Grotto Party
and Phi Kap's Harold's Club.
Sammy Saliba played at Phi Eta
Kamm Dale Whitney played a
jam at kappa Shrum that afternoon.
There were Tic Dances at Phi
Mu Delta. Theta Chi, SAE, and
TEP.
Brotherhood Week begins this
Wednesday.
Thursday is the Delta Zeta
Valentine Pledge Party.
Another fun-filled week-end is
coming up. Friday night is the
night of the Winter Carnival Ban.
Gerry Mulligan is the featured
attraction at the Jazz Concert
Saturday afternoon at the gym.
PINNED: Mary Sawyer to Joo
Allan. Sigma Phi Epsilon' Nary
Dionne to Ken Henrich, Sigma
Chi; Midge Monroe to Dick Chapman, Sigma Chi; Carol Sinkinsoa,
ITni. of Dela. to Jim McLain,
SAE: Ellie Linsky to Ronald
Flint, MMA: Barbara Sullivan to
John Sturgis, SAE; Joan Schott
to Marshall "Swede' Wiebe. Sigma
Nu; Joan Currier to Bill Parker,
Sigma Nu.
ENGAGED: Julia Tripp to Gene
Beethby, SAE; Janet Schmierer,
Worcester, Mass. to G. Warms
Stoddard; Claudette Tian, Central
Falls, R. I. to Dennis Kiernan,
TEP: Betty Barker, Belfast to
Earl Morrison, Alpha Gamma Rho.
MARRIED: Joy Thompson to
Bruce Hodgeman, Lambda Chi.

Oo
Onihkr
Even better economy for '59!

Switch to Rambler '59 ... you can save

hundreds of dollars on first cost. More miles
per gallon. Highest resale. Easiest to park.
Try Rambler Personalized Comfort: individual sectional sofa front seats.GoRambler.
TEST-DRIVE THE '59 RAMBLER
AT YOUR RAMBLER DEALER'S

Ataa Coupon Today for Your

am

FREE 1959 CAR X-RAY 41,6bdik:..:1
Compares all the leading low-pr iced makes
32 pages . . . 136 photos . . . authentic'

an

AMERICAN MOTORS SALES CORPORATION
Dept 10, Detroit 32, Michigan
Gentlemen: Send immediately, without obligation,
my 1959 CAR X-RAY, postage paid
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

(from).
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Campus Names Best Dressed Coed
"Rhmni, rhmm," call male bystanders as Enid Marshall walks by in her black
leather jacket. "'Where's your motorcycle boots?"
Besides,
Although Enid admits she Elected by the Campus as "Marshall Originals."
as Enid says, "Being tall and havCoed",
"Best
Dressed
likes motorcycles, she does- Maine's
ing a 22 inch waist I can never
at
' own one — yet — and tall, blond, Enid prefers buy clothes without having to
classic clothes, and often
alter them, so I might as well
her leather jacket is a tai- sews them herself.
bored woman's coat without Sewing clothes began in her start from scratch."
Dean John Stewart observed
zippers or studs. Says Enid, freshman year when she found her another
side of this versatile
"It's warm, comfortable, money would not stretch to buy young lady when he came upon her
weatherproof, and practical enough heavy wool skirts to with- calmly repairing a hydraulic sysstand the winter snows. The in— besides I like it."
tem at the Chalet. In dungarees
soon expanded to design- and covered with grease she was
terest
This reference to t h e
, leather jacket reflects Enid's ing and making formal gowns, and a most disordered picture of
basic clothes philosophy.the five in her wardrobe are all femininity. Enid credits her friend
Bill Gavett, owner of the garage,
with much of her driving success.
Enid's 1953, black, often muddy,
sports model Studebaker is tended by Enid and Bill with equal
grease-filled abandon.
Enid is a dean's list student, a
senior, majoring in psychology,
and leads a hectic campus and
social life. She is a member of
Pi Beta Phi sorority, Neal Mathetai, Phi liappa Phi. Sigma Mu
Sigma, Stufient Senate, Balentine
Dormitory
Executive
Council,
Leadership Conference Committee,
and the Poetry Magazine staff.
Pictures of Enid will be submitted to the national "Ten Best
Dressed College Girls" contest
sponsored by Glamour Magazhie.
Glamour will judge entries on
the following qualities: 1. good
figure—beautiful posture; 2. clean,
shining, well-kept hair; 3. imagination in managing a clothes budget; 4. good grooming—not just
neat, but impeccable; 5. appropriate campus look (she's in line
with local customs); 6. a clear
understanding of her fashion type;
7. individuality in her use of
fashion color, accessories; 8. a
workable wardrobe plan; 9. a neat
way with make-up (enough to look
pretty but not overdone); 10. appropriate—not rah rah—look for
off-campus occasions.
We feel that Enid Marshall,
University of Maine's "Best Dressed College Girl" fits all these
qualifications.

Irfr4/1.`:.
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Coming from the library, Enid is wearing typical
school clothes: a camel-colored boycoat, a royal blue
shirt and a coffee brown plaid handmade wool skirt.

Salvato
of Lamb,
ternity el
Other ,
Hardy, vi
secretary;
John My
Willette.
social ch;
fire wardi

Feature Photographer .. Harmon Banning
Text and Layout

Leslie Spalding

Tel.

For the Ball, Enid wears a beige satin ballgown
with embroidered flowers of olive green, rust and gold
with green heels dyed-to-match. The handmade dress
can be worn cocktail length without the train or also
fall length.

Dressed for the concert, Enid wears
Enid's controversial black leather Jacket teams up
with black slacks and a red weskit for a trip to the Chalet
where Bill Gavett checks over her car.

a

handmade navy blue linen-weave silk dress
For Sunday dinner at Sigma Chi, Enid
is wearing a beige wool box suit and a with navy shoes and bag to match.
beige leather coat with a forest green
sweater, heels, and bag to match.
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More men in high places
smoke Camels than any
other cigarette today. For
the 10th straight year, this
cigarette outsells every
other — every filter, every
king-size, every regular.
The Camel blend of costly
tobaccos has never been
equalled for rich flavor and
easygoing mildness. The
best tobacco makes the best
smoke.
Climb above fads
and fancy stuff ...

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

Many of the members of the University of Maine faculty have been
enjoying the square dances which have been held in the Women's
Gym on Thursday evenings this year. This program has been conducted in connection with the Bangor Y.M.C.A. (Photo by Banning)

Alice Lane Is Named
Poetry Editor-In-Chief
Alice Lane, a senior majoring in
English. is the editor-in-chief of the
1959 Poetry Magazine.
Members of the staff include Enid
Kelley, business manager and Joycemarie Crockett. publicity director.
Jack Platna. Enid Marshall. Robert
Sterritt and Niles Nelson are work-

kg typical
.oyal blue
skirt.

ing on the business staff and Mary
Hall. Jeanette Lawlor, Leslie Spalding
and Harmon Banning are working on
publicity.
Associate editors are Martha Welch.
Jan Adleman. Dennis Kiernan and
Kathleen Sullivan.

The staff this year is made up of
students representative of the major
organizations on campus in order to
Garo Elected President
compile a well rounded magazine
Salvator Garro was elected president which will be of interest to all stuof Lambda Chi Alpha in recent fra- dents.
ternity elections.
Other officers elected were: Steven
Barry M. Millett, assistant to the
Hardy, vice president; Douglas Covell, Dean of Men, announces that applisecretary; David Theriault, treasurer; cations for proctorships are still availJohn Myles, house manager; George able in 207 Library.
Willette. ritualist; William Binette,
All interested persons are urged to
social chairman; and Richard Tracy, apply at once to facilitate the schedulfire warden.
ing of interviews.

"Oh-oh! There goes
our last pack of Camels!"

FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
THE

POINTS TO

(1 V

0/7

I75.181 E,xcltange Street •

Call

LAJ.

ICIei'AftiAlta
C'e -

Bangor

BANGOR TRAVEL AGENCY
College Week in Puerto Rico
7 days and 6 nights for $199.00
Includes
Air Fare — Hotel — Food

aiding

Check this new collar style
— the ARROW Glen

44 Hammond St., Bangor, Me.
Tel. 9333

Res. Orono 6-2629

Your Winter Carnival Weekend
isn't corn plete without a stop at-

Here's a broadcloth shirt with
features that please the college man
with an eye for style. The collar
(button-down, of course), is a shorter,
neater-looking model. The fine
broadcloth cools you throughout
the warm days ahead.
There are trim
checks in many
color combinations,

PAT'S

solids

and white, of course.
$4.00 up.

Serving only the finest
PIZZAS AND SANDWICHES

2102IRROWA college education isn't complete without a course

first in fashion

at Pat's

Deliveries on all orders of $3.00 or more
wears a

.11k dress

Mill St.

Tel. 6-3302

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town

A. J. GOLDSMITH

eh.
53 years of service to U.of M.students
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Freshmen Pledge Fraternities As Rushing Ends
(Continued from Page One)
Parker D. Stockford, Robert E.
Thompson. and Peter M. Tidd.
Phi Eta Kappa: H. William Angevine. Charles H. Berry, Lawrence
W. Brown, Winston K. Crandall,
Donald M. Desroches, Raymond E.
Gordon Jr., Robert M. Hemingway,
Theodore R. Joy Jr., Peter S. Keene,
Jack W. Kelley, William Livesey,
Philip 0. McCarthy. Robert H.
Mahlman, Leon E. Milliken, Henry
E. Olson Jr., Kenneth G. Perkins,
Marshall E. Pettingill, George W.
Redmond, David L. Rolfe. Francis
L. Shorey, John B. Sotman, Keith
R. Stewart, Stanley E. Walker, Guy
M. Whitten. Raymond L. Day, Donald J. Harum. Edward H. Kiley and
Jerome L. Quint. Upperclassmen:
Thomas L. Vassar and Jon M. Whitten.
Phi Gamma Delta: Ronald C. Allen, John J. Atwood Jr., Robert D.
Curley, Philip H. Gagnon. Joseph S.
Tardif. Joseph H. McKenna, and
James K. Swett. Upperclassmen:
Peter W. Panagakos.
Phi Kappa Sigma: Douglas C.
Allen. Richard W. Ambrose, Robert
C. Bogdan. Norman H. Bridge, Lauriston J. Bragg, William C. Burton,
Stephen C. DeWick, Thomas E. Duston. Peter R. Henderson. Larry W.
Libby, David H. Miles, Edwin J.
Ranzoni. William L. Reid III, Arnold V. Sandborn. Boyd W. Wasgatt.
Denis C. Dougal, Paul W. Kiah. and
Frederick W. Smullen III. Upperclassmen: Carlton W. Jack and William B. Willers.
Phi Mu Delta: Brent R. Bowden.
Dana F. Deering. Dale E. Hanson.
Jerrold T. Irons, William T. Lawlor
Jr.. Carl F. Morin, Arthur L. Mosher, Leonard R. Nilson, David G.
born. Harry M. Simmons. Donald W.
Pound. Carl H. Ronco, Lee M. SandStreeter Jr., Wallace F. Witham Jr..
and John T. Trefethen.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Peter A.
Glazier, Ronald J. Gray, Harland D.
Hatch, Donald A. Hayes, Jeffrey L.
Hodgdon, Bruce D. Jones, James E.
McLaughlin, John M. Petrisin, Lauriston S. Souther, Richard A. Thompson, Robert E. Thurlow, Robert W.
Verduin, Frederick J. Walther, and
Leonard J. Winsky. Upperclassman:
Michael W. Plummer.

Thomas P. Gardner, Robert Grimes,
Paul T. Hart, Edward A. Reidman,
and Harvey J. Shain. Upperclassmen: William G. Crawshaw, Wendell
G. Davis, Leroy W. Hunter and Terence F. McCabe.
Sigma Phi Epsilon: Daniel C.
Adams, Russell W. Allen, James W.
Bailey, George F. Bartlett, Benoit R.
Beaudoin, Robert B. Collett, Steven
A. Fogg, Kendall G. Hunnewell Jr.,
Charles D. Jones, Donald J. Ouellette,
Eugene W. Rittall, Alexander Scott,
Frederick N. Sprague, Norman B.
Stetson, Richard C. Thayer, F. Douglas Whitehouse, Bruce H. Whittemore and Joseph P. Lepowski.

Sigma Chi: David L. Beal, Linwood S. Billings, William R. Bonneau, Russell J. Burns, Michael J.
Collins, Claude de la Roche, Earsel
E. Goode, Ralph D. Gordon, Walter
L. Higgins Jr.. Jared H. Holden, Raymond J. Kinney Jr.. C. Ronald Price,
Peter L. Scribner, Hugh B. Snow Jr.,
Tau Epsilon Phi: Andrew I.
and B. Dean Stearns.
Blum, Richard H. Bodette, Vincent G.
Sigma Nu: George E. Achorn, Bouvier, Donald L. Carnegie, Robert
Harold C. Austin, George A. Durgin. P. Cote, Wallace R. Dean. Joseph R.

Donovan, Howard M. Epstein, Tatom
A. Fisher, Ronald Fontaine, Asa B.
Goddard, Paul M. Hevey, Michael J.
Mandel, Robert L. Morissette, David
T. O'Donnell, Jeffery S. Podell, Eugene R. Salin, and Walter L. Savell.
Tau Kappa Epsilon: David P.
Bernstein, Christopher P. Bowman,
Arthur W. Cobb, Edward J. Ezold,
Francis S. Furbish, Paul A. Houlares.
Clifford C. McReavy, Delbert A.
Reed, Gordon W. Somerville, Clay B.
Tucker, Abbott S. Greenleaf, Horst
Seelsy, and David E. Stevens. Upperclassman: Timothy A. Richardson.
Theta Chi: Alan W. Banach, Arthur N. Lawrence, Fred E. Lord, Wendell B. Lund, Jr., Frank H. Morse.
David L. Palmer, and Ronald M.
Rudio.
No fraternity completely filled its
quota.

CLASS
RINGS
The only truly accepted
Class, Fraternity or
Petite Girl's Ring
AGENT — BOB BARTON
DELTA TAU DELTA
Union — Tuesday
3•5 P.M.
Sold by

A. J. GOLDSMITH
Old Town
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Baseball Begins;
Butterfield Rules
Basketball is still the king sport on
campus to most people, but to Coach
Jack Butterfield, baseball is taking
over. Since February 2, Coach Butterfield who is in his third year of tutoring the spring sport has been working
with his pitchers and catchers. Currently he is holding practice sessions
with 12 varsity pitchers and 5 varsity
catchers. Outfielders and infielders
‘k ill report on the 18th. At this
time,
the baseball mentor will begin his
fielding and hitting program.
Among the 17 candidates working
with Butterfield are five lettermen who
will play a major role in this season
's
campaign. These men are pitchers
Bill
Burke, Dick Colwell. and Don Neems
.
Catchers are Chuck Eberbach and
Sal
Gero. The Pale Bluers open
their
schedule on the 28th of March
when
the squad journeys South for
its annual Spring Trip.
VARSITY BASEBALL
1959 Schedule
Southern Trip
Mar. 28 U. S. Naval Station
30 Rutgers
31 Howard
Apr, 1 Washington College
2 Maryland
3 Upsala
4 Farleigh-Dickinson
League Competition
Apr. 17 at Massachusetts
18 at Massachusetts
28 at Colby
29 at Bates
May 1 Rhode Island
2 Rhode Island
6 Bowdoin
7 at New Hampshire
11 Bates
13 Colby
15 Connecticut
16 Connecticut
19 at Bowdoin
20 New Hampshire
22 at Vermont
23 at Vermont

Beautious Blue Backers Cheer Pale Bitters To Victor,

Trackmen Face
Bowdoin Team
At Brunswick
Maine's track men will be seeking
their third victory of the season this
Saturday. February 21, when they
meet Bowdoin at Brunswick.
Having lost to Boston College and
Bates, the Polar Bears have 0-2 mark.
Larry Wilkins is expected to be the
key performer for the hosts. Wilkins,
an excellent sprinter, is also one of
the best low hurdlers in the state.
Despite the efforts of the Polar Bear's
fine trackmen, it will be difficult to
beat the combined efforts of Linekin.
Bessey, Daley and Company.

Left to right: Judy Holmes, Suzy Dunn, Joan Maror, Nancy
Sanborn, Nona Higgins, Joyce Boardman, Gail Carter, Diane Kennedy, Carolyn Rothwell, Mary Ellen
Wiseman, and Jane Chiarini.

Hopes High As Maine Cagers Engage
Rhode Island In Crucial YanCon Test
The University of Maine basketeers head into the homestretch
of a so far successful season
against Rhode Island Saturday
night at 8:15. Next Tuesday
Bates will invade Orono for the
third and rubber game in this
hectic State Series rivalry. Gametime is, as usual, 8:15.

lected 37 points in the game at Kingston. Others to watch are Barry Multer
and Harry Edmonds, who scored 18
and 11 points, respectively, against
Maine. Coach Ernie Calverley has always been an exponent of the fast
break and the Rams are sure to be
running come Saturday night.
Sutherland Leads Bates
The Bobcats from Bates come here
a much improved team since the seaMust Stop Harrington
son opener in early December. Much
The Black Bears will be out to make of the improvement is due to the fast
up for the loss to the Rams just a development of 6-7 Jim Sutherland.
couple of weeks back. Playing in the This skyscraper scored 27 points in
home court should be an advantage.
Defeating the Rams means stopping
Tom Harrington. This lad is leading
the Conference in scoring and col-

Maine's individual scores in the
Conference championship meet were:
Shooter
Pr. Kn. St. TI.
John Almond
99 95 93 288
Greyson Lane
100 91 90 281
Tom Staples
100 95 84 279
Ronnie Richardson 100 91 85 276
Ken Wikstrom
100 95 79 274
Almond's score of 288 was high
for the match, thus giving Maine both
the individual and team championship.

Riser'

Centre

OPEN FRIDAI
UNTIL 9 P.M.

USE OUR
CHARGE PLAN

As seen in Seventeen.
The classics, fresh

coloring:

oxford olive jerkin, about $6,
and skirt. about $8.
Heather-weave Dacron and
cotton.
Shirt: Everglaze Minicare cotton satin, green and orange on
white, about $6. All sizes 7-15j.

Phi Eta Kappa won the Charles
Rice Trophy last Saturday. scoring
a total of 59 points. Phi Eta's Dave
Linekin was high point man of the
day with 20 markers.
Second spot went to Phi Mu Delta
with 29 points. Dunn Hall gathered
in third place with 21 tallies.

Terry Horne set a new meet record
in the discus with a throw of 140'
the last meeting between the two 71
/
2.
teams. Bates' other main threat is
Dale Bessey's time of 4:23.1 in the
Gerry Feld and Bates can count on
30 points at least from these two men mile was one of the fastest times ever
before the game has begun. This game recorded. Phil Haskell's time of 32.9
should be interesting as Sutherland secs. in the 300 yard run was the fastand Feld are battling it out with est time posted by a Pale Blue runner
Maine's Don Sturgeon for the State in the past two years of indoor runscoring title.
ning.

Bea4lads
By

Skiers Enter
Big Time Meet

Riflemen 'Gain YanCon Title
Coach Captain Herman Wirth's
varsity rifle team captured the Yankee
Conference Championship on Saturday. February 14 at Durham, New
Hampshire. It was the first time in
history that such a title meet has
been held.
On Friday the Bears chalked up
three more victories in shoulder to
shoulder competition. defeating MIT.
New Hampshire and Vermont. These
matches were held at Durham.
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Ron Drogin
Sports Editor

Having won the Class B championToday, amateur wrestling is one of the fastes
ship earlier this year, the University
t-growing sports in high schools and colleges. It is
of Maine's varsity ski team will adunder strict
vance into the Eastern Class A chamrules which put a premium on skill, bar injur
ious holds
pionship at Middlebury this weekand disdain the fakery' and simulated mayhem
of profesend. The Black Bears will be comsional "bouts." Amateur wrestling can matc
h
any sport
peting against the nation's top ski
in developing not only physical fitness but such
desirable
teams in this meet.
attributes as determination, self-confidence
,
courage,
Russell Top Threat
sportsmanship, et al.
Brett Russell, a sophomore from
At the University of Maine, two students are
presen
Gardiner, will lead his mates against ducti
ng an amateur wrestling program. Frank Spizuoco tly conthe ten other teams entered in the
and Ewen
Mackinnan conduct practice sessions every day
from 3 to 5 p.m.
Middlebury meet. Russell, who comin the Wrestling Room in the Memorial Gym. At
petes in all events, placed second in
present, between
the skimeister at the Dartmouth Win- 15 and 20 men are working out regularly.
Maine's wrestlers are practicing between thems
ter Carnival and fourth in the Eastelves pointern Class B open championships. ing for the Intramural Wrestling Tournament in March. However,
Russell will team with sophomores their plans and hopes are for expanding their present progr
am beRon Towle and Bob Lucas and senior yond the tourney. If money can be raised, an exper
ienced coach
can
be
hired,
John Corson in the downhill and slaopponents can be found, then their move for
expansion could very well succeed. For the presen
lom.

t, the group is seeking
informal workouts in the Wrestling Room with
any other organization or school that has an informal wrestling
group.
There is no record of any competitive inters
cholastic wrestling in the state. But, there are many schoo
ls which have shown
keen interest in the sport such as UMP, Nasso
n
ham State Teachers. At UMP, instructor Ralph College, and GorBallou is interested
Can you imagine the Black Bears in starting a program but
is awaiting word from the university.
of Maine representing the Yankee Ballou has 18 wrestl
ing mats available and has ample facilities
at
Conference at Madison Square Gar- hand.

Maine Conference
Champs, Possible?

den in the NCAA playoffs? It could
Blots, Jots and Plots
happen and here is how....

The Maine

Ski Team is competing in the Eastern
Assuming Maine won their game
Class A
Championships at Middlebury this weekend.
from the Wildcats of Durham last
Coach
Ted
Curtis,
who rates his present squad as one of his top
Tuesday. February 17, and win their
two teams in the past
game from the Rhode Islanders this twenty years, will be getting top services from several sophomores
Saturday. the Black Bears will have including Brett Russell (who placed second in the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival's Skimeister competition), Charl
a record of 7-3 in conference play.
ey Akers, Bob Lucas,
Monday night saw Massachusetts Ron Towle, and Paul McGuire. The Maine skiers, who are favored
upsuet UConn. 80-79. This gave the to regain the state title from Bowdoin, also include Eliot Lang,
Jay
Huskies a 7-2 record. Connecticut Corson, Sayward Ross, and Joe Lessard.
Ed Styrna's track team will attempt to
will play the Rhode Island Rams on
ficial indoor state championship Satur win the unofMarch 4 and if the Rams upset the
day when they
face Bowdoin at Brunswick. Having
Huskies, Maine may be in for the
already smashed
Bates. the Styrnamen %s ill be highly favor
tourney. "May," because according to
ed to add Bowthe Yankee Conference rules, playoffs
doin as their third straight victim this
year.
for the top position are never held.
Another close basketball game should be
on tap for SatA committee would select the team urday night when Brian
McCall's Mighty Mites tangle with
to represent the Conference. And vastly improved Rhod
the
e Island Rams. The Mighty Mites
this team could be Maine.
will be
out for revenge having
lost a close one earlier this year to
Rhodv.
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Voting Starts!Shrbles Is New Senate Veep
For Carnival s
King-Queen
(Continued from Page One)
to 1 p.m. A special "Dixieland" feature will be offered during intermission.
Because of the basketball game
scheduled for the evening, no chairs
will be set up on the floor of the gym,
however the committee announced
that students could come in and sit on
the floor in ski togs.
Saturday evening at Memorial
Gym, the Freshmen will take on Old
Town and Maine will meet Rhode
Island in basketball games which will
get under way, respectively, at 6:15
and 8:15 p.m.
After the games, at 10 p.m. a dance.
L'hiver en Paris, will be held in the
Bear's Den.
Sunday morning, church services
will be held at the Little Theatre, Our
Lady of Wisdom, and at Canterbury.
The festivities of the week-end will
be rounded out Sunday afternoon
when, from 2 to 4 p.m., at Stodder
Hall. fraternities will present competitive skits, the Bates Merrymanders
will appear. and a variety show will
be presented. The afternoon's offering is billed as "Far and Near Skits
Appear."
Miss Charlene Manchester is general chairman of the Carnival Committee and she states that the varied
interesting program being offered
should make this a banner year.

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

that: a committee be appointed by the
(Continued from Page One)
lion from various organizations u ith- president to consider, recommend and
in the past two years that have re- report on a proposal for a change in
class elections.
ceived no action from the Senate.
has
been
for
an
orThe procedure
The elections would be conducted
ganization to submit its application. in this manner: (1) that incoming
await approval from the Senate and freshmen will have two elections, one
after this initial action submit a sec- in the fall and one in the spring to
ond application one year following elect officers for the current year and
the first.
for the following year, respectively:
Called Scandalous
( 2) that the sophomore and junior
Crosby explained that his letter was classes will each hold one election in
in no official capacity, but rather aF the spring semester for the following
an interested party who felt that the year: (3) that the senior class will
Senate sould revamp its screening hold no class elections.
procedure. The most recent example
All elected officers will take office
cited was a petition from the Pershing Rifles National Honorary Society. in the school year for which they will
University of Maine. Company M-12. be elected. The exact dates for the
Crosby called the Senate's tactics in elections will be left to the discretion
their handling of these applications, of the elections committee. Spring
semester elections, it was pointed out,
"scandalous."
must be held at least one month beWould Change Elections
fore the final examinations of that
Robert Cartier, senator for the
semester. These changes will take
North Dormitories, and representative
from the leadership conference clean- effect with the beginning of the 1959up committee, introduced a motion 1960 school year.

Efforts Praised

Students Can Apply
For Summer Study

John W. Beamesderfer, head of the
department of chemistry at the UniApplications of American students
versity. recently received praise for
his efforts in evaluating In-Service are now being accepted by the InstiInstitute proposals for the 1959-1960 tute of International Education for
program of the National Science summer study in Europe.
Interested applicants should apply
Foundation in Washington, D. C.
to the Institute of International EduBeamesderfer recently served on cation before March 1.
an Advisory Panel of the Foundation
in Washington at which time the
Foundation's program for the next college year was evaluated.

KIMBALL & MARCHO
TEXACO STATION
ORONO, ME.
ALA

AAA
24 Hr. Wrecking Service
Tel. 6-3618
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"iitM is kindest to your taste because UM combines the
two essentials of modern smoking," says TV's Jack Lescoulie.
LOW TAR: UM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers
electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes
I'M truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: UM's rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings
you more exciting flavor than any other cigarette.
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